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ICO News: ICO reprimands Scottish Government over need to be upfront about NHS Scotland COVID Status 
app’s use of people’s details 
The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) has issued a reprimand to the Scottish Government and NHS 
National Services Scotland over both organisations failure to provide people with clear information about how 
their personal information - including sensitive health data – is being used by the NHS Scotland COVID Status 
app. 
 
News Article: Privacy Shield 2.0 is ‘high priority’ but ‘not easy’, warns EU’s Vestager 
Agreeing a new data transfer agreement with the US is a “high priority” for the EU, Margrethe Vestager, the 
bloc’s executive VP for digital strategy, said but she also warned that a replacement for the defunct EU-US 
Privacy Shield is by no means a done deal, given the fundamental legal clash between European privacy 
rights and US surveillance overreach. 
 
Already Reeling, Meta’s Fate in News Article: Europe May Be Decided by Draft Decision on EU-US Data 
Transfers Set for Late March  
Already facing multiple serious challenges, Facebook’s problems may soon be growing as the Irish Data 
Protection Commission (DPC) is about to issue a draft decision that will determine the fate of its EU-US data 
transfers. 
See also: Facebook Settles Old Privacy Lawsuit for $90 Million; Proceeds to be Divided Between Users  
 

 

 

 
This eAlert is intended for staff, both within Digital Health and Care Wales and other NHS organisations, who may have an interest in Information 

Governance issues that affect the NHS in Wales. If you have any articles which you feel would also be useful to colleagues, please feel free to forward 

them for inclusion in our next edition. 

Digital Health and Care Wales is not responsible for the contents or reliability of the linked websites and does not necessarily endorse the views expressed 

within them.  Listing shall not be taken as endorsement of any kind. We cannot guarantee that these links will work all of the time and we have no control 

over availability of the linked pages.  

 

 

Os nad ydych eisiau dderbynnu y’r e-Newyddion yma, Cysylltwch DHCWInformationGovernance@wales.nhs.uk  

If you would prefer not to receive this regular eAlert, please contact DHCWInformationGovernance@wales.nhs.uk  
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